
Klondike 2021 

 

Description:  Scavenger Hunt 

 

Winter has many wonders!  You only have to look for them!  So… 

Sharpen those powers of observation!  Rev up those scout skills!  Get ready for one of the most 
challenging scavenger hunts you have ever done! 

The Klondike will offer two scavenger hunts: one for Cub Scouts and one for BSA Scouts.  The Cubs will 
have a list of 30 objects that they have to find in 30 minutes.  The BSA Scouts have a list of 50 objects to 
be found in 45 minutes.  You will receive the list when you join us for the hunt.  One point will be given 
for each object found. 

Let us know whether you are participating as an individual or as a Pack or Troop.  There will be awards 
for each category: individual Cub, individual Scout, Pack, and Troop. 

 

 

  



KIM Game 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to start with the Scout Oath, Scout Law and Scout Spirit. 
With this game I will be relying on Scouts for these for the game. Extra 
points will be given for each Pack or Troop that show these. 

I will be showing each group a picture of items. I will be giving the  

scouts a minute to memorize the picture. I will take it away, and 
they will write down everything they saw. Please do not start writing 
while the picture is being shown. The more items you get correct the 
more points your group gets. 1 point for every item you remember.  

Good luck to all who participate! 

 

Items needed: 

Your mind 

Something to write with (pen, pencil, marker, crayon) 

Paper 

  



 
Description: Build Your Own Sled 

Time to put your scout skills and creativity to the test! 

You are to build a Klondike sled using materials you have at home.  It should be large enough to hold a 
scout.  The sleds will be judged for: Scout Theme, Best Use of Materials, Best Design, and Originality.    
You will have until 2:00 pm to submit your pictures and videos of your sled in action. 

Cubs:  You may use any materials you have at home.  Please don’t let your parent or leader have all the 
fun.  This is your sled!  Your sled must be able to be pulled 20’ with a person on board. 

BSA Scouts:  You may only use lashings and tape for the connections on your sled.  Send pictures of your 
lashed pieces.  Your sled must be able to be pulled 50’ with a person on board. 

Send a video showing your sled covering the distance. 

 

  



Ozo bots 

The ozo's are on the go and we need to figure out which way. This activity might 
seem simple but don't be fooled. When you enter the room there will be 2 ozo 
bot colors. Pick a color and follow your bot. Pay attention to the compass rose on 
the paper. Scout BSA member will have to give 25 directions and Cubs 10 
directions and tell how long it took. 

Points for time: 

Under 3 min 10 points  

Under 5 min 5 points  

Under 10 min 1 points  

Extra points for all the correct directions in a row 

5 Points  

Ability to earn 15 points in total 

Need: paper, pen and something to time on.  

  



Shelter Building 

 

Using simple materials such as a tarp, rope, and spars, Scouts must build a shelter 
large enough for themselves. The Scouts are assessed on time and the quality of 
the shelter such as 

*The amount of protection 

*Protection from wind 

*Sturdiness 

 

If built  

Outdoor 10pts 

Indoor 8pts 

 

Points for using  

Outdoor materials 5pts 

Indoor material 3pts 

 

  



Knot Tying Station - Who Wants to be a Millionaire   

There will be several knots, each getting more difficult and being worth more 
points. Scouts can go as high up on the board as they want, but if they get one 
wrong, they will have to settle for half of their current point total as their final 
score and the most points wins 

  



Snowball Throw for Distance 
Required Items: 

Target 

Measuring Tape or Yardstick 

Snowballs (5) (if there is no snow, may use homemade ball made of foil and/or paper) 

 

Directions: 

 

1. Create or Identify a target in your yard, a friend’s yard or a park.  
a. Target can be natural, like a tree, or manmade, like a circle taped on a garbage can 

or on a tarp.  
b. Keep it simple or be creative. Targets cannot be people or animals. 
c. Maximum target diameter is 2 feet round.  

 
2. Measure 15, 20 or 25 feet away—this will be the spot from which you throw your five 

snowballs. Adult may assist younger Scouts in measuring the distance, which is 
determined by rank: 

a. Cub Scouts – 15 feet from the target 
b. Webelos and Arrows – 20 Feet from target 
c. Scouts BSA – 25 feet from target 

 

3. Make five snowballs, and give it your best shot. Five throws at the target—measure your 
three best. Scout’s honor, no practice shots allowed. Measure the distance of your three 
best shots from the target. Adults may assist younger Scouts in measuring. 

a. 5 points for each snowball that hits the target  
b. 4 points for each snowball that is within a foot of the target 
c. 3 points for each snowball that is within 2 feet of the target 
d. 2 points for each snowball that is within 3 feet of the target 
e. 1 point for each snowball that is within 4 feet of the target 
f. Submit results to the Snowball Throw breakout room! 

 

4. Bonus points will be awarded for: 
a. Creativity in targets—show picture in breakout room 
b. Wearing Scout uniform 
c. One sentence about snowball throwing safety 
d. Showing Leave No Trace principles are followed in the event 

  



 

Video Submission Contest for the Klondike!  
This event, we will test the scouts knowledge, creativity, and skill set when it comes to 
making a video! This video can be about almost anything , scout appropriate of course!  
Dance, Sing, Show off a cool Talent, Do a trick, tell jokes, do a skit, etc, and be creative!!  
It can be on any video application. You may use , but you aren’t limited too the 
following...  
TikTok (highly recommend), CamWow, Splice, IMovie, VideoStar, Vixer, Etx!  
You will be scored on the following:  
(30 Max Points) 
Creativity (Max 10 Pts): Was this something new, exciting, and inventive? 
Enthusiasm/Positive Energy: (Max 10 pts) 
The world nowadays in the pandemic has been  on a downhill motion at time. Does your 
video have a sense of positive vibes/high energy! 
Overall Video Quality: (Max 10 pts) This will simply be scored based on a few factors... 
A) Any added effects!! 
B) The Camera: Blurry vs Focused  
C) Is what you’re performing/showing us Entertaining and Enjoyable?  
 

 

  



Cooking Station 

9:00 AM to 11:30 AM Breakfast, Pancakes, Eggs, or French Toast 

Prepare a camp breakfast, for 1-2 people. 

Cub Scouts with parental/adult assistance, BSA scouts on their own. 

Cook on open fire (or grill), if that is not possible in the kitchen is acceptable. If cooking out side with no 
access to Zoom, take pictures of ingredients, preparation, and final product. 

Bonus points for adding a breakfast “side” like grits, bacon etc. 

 

12:00 to 2:00 Lunch 

Prepare a camp lunch for 1-2 people 

Cub Scouts with parental/adult assistance. BSA scouts on their own. 

Cook on open fire (or grill), if that is not possible, in the kitchen is acceptable. If cooking outside, take 
pictures of ingredients, preparation, and final product. 

Nutritional value is important, supply that information for bonus points. 

 

Rules: 

1. Take pictures of the work as it progresses if you don’t have access to Zoom (outside) 
2. Explain what it is you are making, note time frame to complete the meal from start to finish 
3. Let us know how it tastes, an independent “taster” would be appropriate 
4. Tell us what you learned from this exercise, remote “Zoom” cooking  
5. No waste, finish the meal. 

  



Kahoot Animal Identification 

 

Participants will check into breakout room to receive the link to access the Kahoot (multiple choice quiz 
game).  You will have 20 seconds to answer each question based on animal’s fur and pelt or track.  You 
are scored on choosing the correct answer and also the speed at which you answer.  The computer will 
keep track of everyone’s score.   

 

**When you are asked for a nickname – you must use your first name, last initial, and troop or pack 
number.  We will not know who you are if you do not and your score will not count! 

 


